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Easily integrates with tester and line controls.•	
Seal integrity monitoring and warning•	
Test pressure monitoring•	
Measures absolute leak with NEW digital pres-•	

sure transducers. Provides managers with 
documentation to compare leaks from machine 
to machine, line to line and plant to plant.  

NEW  Borden Leak Tester Control System

Simultaneous real time condition of all pock-•	
ets

Display reject/pocket, last reject/pocket, •	
average reject/pocket and much more

It controls infeed no-can no-air, test pressure •	
monitoring, tester stop and can reject or 
accept decision

Touch screen HMI displays real time data and permits fast changes•	
Easy PLC integration•	
E-Net connectivity •	
Flexibility	to	add	specific	plant	procedures	•	

Prime Controls ILLUMILED Light Emitting Diode Assembly illuminates the outside wall of metal cans in Stolle 

Machinery’s LT12 or LT16 High Speed Light Tester.  It replaces the 500 watt halogen lamps originally supplied with 

the Tester by 1800 lumens of light with about 24 watts of power.  The ILLUMILED
TM

is exclusively supplied through 

Stolle	Machinery	along	with	the	associated	mounting	hardware	and	Stolle	specified	installation	instructions.		Sig-

nificant	benefits	are	found	in	reduction	of	power	required,	less	heat	dissipation	as	well	as	almost	unlimited	life	that	

reduces downtime to change limited life halogen lamps.

ILLUMILED
TM

TM

1800 Lumens 

24 volts at 1.05 Amps (24 watts)

Replaces 500 watt Halogen

Stolle Going Green on LT Series Light Tester
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 Single Probe - Double Metal Detector 

It is as powerful as the big ones at 1/2 $$$

Double Metal Detector

The detector senses ferrous metal up to a thickness of 

.060” (1.5 mm or 16 gauge) with one probe.  The DS60 

Family is available with separate outputs for a single, 

double or nothing present.   It operates on 12-24 Volts DC 

at <100 mA.  Calibration is simple on all Prime Controls 

Double Metal Detectors.  Place a single sheet in front of 

the probe and push the calibration button on the detector 

or remote input through the connector.  The detector 

automatically measures the thickness and calculates the 

double	reject	thickness	threshold.	The	unique	probe	like	

package allows vital  push-button and indicators located 

near the probe out of the hazardous area or nearby to 

provide easy visibility.  Move into 21st century Double 

Metal Detection with Prime Detectors.

Stolle Light Tester Head
Prime Controls’ LT20 Light Head is used on the Stolle Ma-

chinery LT16 Series Can Body Testers. The LT20 is a direct 

replacement for the Model LT19 Light Head. All inputs, 

outputs and connections are the same as the Model LT19. 

The Model LT20 is constructed with the latest in surface 

mount technology. 

ALL METAL   VERY RELIABLE    BEST VALUE
The DS150 senses many different ferrous and nonferrous metals with separate 

transmitter and receiver probes that detect metal within three inch (3” or 75 mm) range.  

Movement within that space does not cause false trips or misses.  Pressing a push-

button located on the front cover completes calibration.  It immediately senses several 

conditions	and	sets	the	double	reject	threshold.		Production	requiring	different	gauges	

through	a	machine	will	not	require	additional	calibration	if	the	nominal	thickness	difference	

is	30%	or	less.		Probe	and	system	failures	are	indicated	through	flashing	LEDs	and	the	

relay output switches to reject all.

Stolle Conversion Press 
Double Shell & Missing Tab Detector 

The SD200 is two detectors in one for use on each lane of a 

conversion press.  This Double or Nothing detector, along with 

two sets of probes installed at the infeed and discharge of each 

Conversion Press lane detects a double shell or missing tab.

High Speed 
2 Double End Detectors in 1

Prime’s Model SD202 detects fast 

moving double ends at the high velocity 

of a rotating curler or transfer conveyor.  

It is also installed in conversion press 

that needs two double detectors in one 

package.  Any metal can be detected.  

Inspection of aluminum 202 ends 

traveling at 150 ends/sec. (25 ft/sec.) is 

easy.  No known end is too fast or too 

small to detect.  

BIG MONEY SAVINGS can be found when using Prime’s Model LH100 

Light Head in a new  Stolle Conversion package.  When used with Stolle’s 

patented high speed strobe lamp the detection system guards against the 

production of converted ends with holes as small as 5 microns.  The light 

detection system  is optionally available with most new Stolle conversion 

packages.		No	additional	controls	required	when	used	with	Stolle	standard	

control package.

Stolle PressCheck Light Leak Tester

 Paint Can Ring Detector 

cost of additional control logic to count the two edges as one. 

It	detects	a	ring	within	a	wide	field	of	view.	The	maximum	sensitivity	window	

measures 150 mm wide and 150 mm high with a partial ring passing 

between the probe assembly.  It is ideal for detecting a ring ejected through 

space where it is not captured, such as a forming press discharge chute.   

Ask for more information on Prime’s Model PD150 Part Detector.
 

It’s small.  But the Borden tester shown here will not work without the leak 

transducer in the foreground.   The transducer is the heart of can testing in 

every	three	piece	can	and	end	plant.		It	is	the	final	decision	maker	between	your	

company’s	reputation	and	the	quality	product	the	customer	expects.		Prime	has	a	

Transducer now.  Why consider Prime’s?  Because it performs  the same function 

as the original transducer at about the half cost.    Now you have another option. 

Borden Air Tester Transducer

It senses like one solid end 
from rim to rim

The PD150 detects a ring as one part, 

even with a large open center.  Unlike 

traditional proximity probes it will not 

detect each ring edge or rim as two 

separate parts.  This eliminates the 
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